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Sponsor
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#

Whitehouse

3746

Chambliss

3816

Franken

3991

Reed

3943

Corker

Merkley

3955

3962

AFR
position

Topic

Description
Amendment would restore to the states the ability
to enforce interest rate caps against out-of-state
lenders, making it possible for State's to again
CFPA
effectively regulate in this area.
Support
Amendment would dramatically weaken derivatives
regulation by: reducing the number of entities
subject to comprehensive regulation of capital,
margin, business practices, etc; reducing the
proportion of the derivatives market required to
clear; and elminating exchange trading
Derivatives requirements.
Oppose
To take on conflicts of interest at credit rating agencies by
instructing the SEC to assign rating agencies rather than
Support
allowing issuers to choose.
To establish a specific consumer protection liaison for
service members and their families, and for other
Support
purposes. Co-sponsor Brown (MA)
The amendment would replace the risk retention
provision of the bill - designed to make lenders and
securitizers take responsibilty for loans they originate and
package - with a study; prevent the CFPB from addressing
mortgage issues; and make it harder for families to
purchase a home even when responsible underwriting
determines they can afford to.

Oppose

To prohibit certain payments to loan originators and to
require verification by lenders of the ability of consumers
Support
to repay loans
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3832

Durbin

3989

Corker

4034

Brown

3733

Thune

3987

Shelby

3826

The amendment fails to update the FDIC Resolution
Authority system that has worked well for banks for 75
years. Updating the system was a key victory to prevent
bailouts of Wall Street banks and financial firms.
The Durbin amendment addresses unfair practices by
credit card networks against merchants accepting credit
or debit cards that raise the prices paid by all consumers,
including cash customers.
Stealth attempt to allow banks to escape from consumer
protection by preventing AGS from enforcing CFPB rules
and by making it easier for national banks to ignore state
laws.
Propose imposition of leverage requirements on bank
holding companies and financial companies, namely
leverage ratios limits, concentration limits, limit nondeposit liabilities and creation of annual capital
assessment.
Sunset Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection after four
years
Undermines the authority of the Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau by making it a division of the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC).

Oppose

Support

Oppose

Support
Oppose

Oppose
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